ServicePoint Metered Equipment Option
This document has been written to describe the features of the ServicePoint Metered
Equipment option. These features have been designed to allow quantity tracking of usage
for scheduling of recurring services based on a counter, as well as billing based on usage.
The most common applications for the metered equipment option are billing of copier
usage and billing prepaid blocks of time.

Setup Options


Control Information – Metered Equipment is an additional option that may be
purchased for use with a ServicePoint system. When licensed, an option exists in
ServicePoint Control Information to turn the features on or off. The option is on
the tab labeled “Flags/Other” as a checkbox called “Enable metered equipment
features”.

Once the features are enabled in the Control Information, several new options will
exist in the software.


Equipment Models – When defining a model of equipment in ServicePoint
setup, an option exists in the model maintenance menu bar to define meters.
Clicking the Model Meters button will allow definition of up to five meters per
model. Usage may be tracked for each meter separately, and billing of overage
may occur for each meter individually, or as an aggregate of all meters. Meter
definition consists of a name for each meter and an optional usage billing code to
be used as a default for the type of billing when using this model for a customer.



Usage Billing Codes – Usage Billing Codes are used to determine billing rates
for specific types of usage. They can define up to six different levels of usage per
code, along with a charge-per-use for each level. A typical setup for a time-based
usage code is shown in the following screen. In this example, the first two hours
of usage will result in no additional usage based charges, the next hour will be
billed at $90, and all usage in excess of three hours during a billing period will
result in charges of $125 per hour. Usage billing codes can be set up to bill based
on Hours, Minutes, or Uses (copy counts).

Operational usage and functionality


Customer Equipment – When customer equipment is defined in a ServicePoint
system that has the Metered Equipment features enabled, the chosen model ID is
checked to see if it has one or more meters defined. If a meter is defined for the
model, an additional tab appears in the equipment maintenance window labeled
“Meters”. The meters tab, as displayed below, allows entry of a specific usage
code (controls billing of overage) and will display accumulated usage information
for the current billing period.
In the two screenshots below, a time usage example is shown with a single timebased meter, and a second example of a copier with multiple meters defined is
included.



Contracts – Contracts are used to bill for prepaid usage in advance, and also to
bill for any overage in arrears. The billing amount specified in each equipment
record in the Contract Info tab is billed on each invoice, according to the
frequency entered into the contract record. Usage amounts are accumulated
between invoices. Any amounts due for accumulated usage, according to the
Usage Billing Code assigned to the meter, are billed during the next billing cycle.

There are two types of meters for which usage charges are calculated. A meter
that is attached to a piece of equipment that has a usage code assigned will
calculate usage billing amounts individually. A second option exists, which is to
assign a “roll-up” meter to an equipment meter. The roll-up meters are assigned
using the
button in the equipment meter screen. A roll-up meter is
accumulated at the contract level, and can have multiple equipment meters
assigned. The affect of using a roll-up meter is to have the readings for all meters
aggregated together before calculating overage according to the usage billing code
assigned to the specified contract roll-up meter. A single contract can have up to
five roll-up meters in use. Roll-up meters can be viewed in a contract using the
“Accumulated Meters” tab in the contract maintenance or view window.



Meter Readings – Readings for a meter are entered and posted using the Meter
Readings selection in the ServicePoint menu.

Readings are entered for any meter for a specific piece of equipment using the
Enter Readings function. Reading types are “Regular” and “Exchange”. An
exchange reading will reset the current reading to a new value without generating
any usage for the transaction. A credit may be issued to allow for any uses that
should be credited to the customer for refunds, copies used during service, etc.

After readings are entered, an edit list may be printed. Posting the readings will
update the customer equipment meters and remove the pending reading
transactions.


Work Order Labor Time – When a work order task is entered, the piece of
equipment assigned is checked to see if a time-based meter (hours or minutes),
has been defined. If a meter using a time-based counter exists, an additional
option exists for entering usage. Entering labor time onto the task will display a
checkbox called “Generate usage?”, as displayed in the following screen image.
Checking this box will post a meter reading to the time-based task item in the
amount of the calculated labor time. The effect of this is to track the time spent
against a pre-paid block of time sold in a service contract.



Contract Overage Billing – Contract invoicing is the process by which any
accumulated overage is billed. Usage is accumulated between billing periods, and
any calculated overage is billed along with the next invoice. In the example
below, 4.25 hours have been accumulated since the last months billing. Using the
previously shown 2HOURS usage billing code, an overage amount of $246.25 is
calculated using $0.00 for the first two hours (included in the contract), 90.00 for
the third hour, and $125 per hour for the remaining 1.25 hours.

Any readings that are entered between contract invoicing periods are considered
when calculating overage to be billed during the next invoice cycle. After calculated
overage amounts are billed and the invoice posted, the accumulated usage for the
period is reset to zero, so that any usage amounts entered will be reflected in the next
following invoice cycle.

